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Abstract: The notion of a tamely ramified covering is canonical only
for curves. Several notions of tameness for coverings of higher dimen-
sional schemes have been used in the literature. We show that all these
definitions are essentially equivalent. Furthermore, we prove finite-
ness theorems for the tame fundamental groups of arithmetic schemes.
1 Introduction
Let C¯ be a be a proper, connected and regular curve (i.e. dim C = 1) of finite
type over Spec(Z) and let C ⊂ C¯ be a nonempty open subscheme. Every point
x ∈ C¯rC defines a discrete rank one valuation vx on the function field k(C).
One says that an étale covering C′ → C is tamely ramified along C¯rC if for every
x ∈ C¯rC the valuation vx is tamely ramified in k(C′)|k(C). Since the proper,
regular curve C¯ is determined by C, we can say that the étale covering C′ → C is
tame if it is tamely ramified along C¯rC.
Following [SGA1, GM], one possible extension of this definition to higher
dimensions is the following. We denote by Sch(Z) the category of separated
schemes of finite type over Spec(Z). Let X ∈ Sch(Z) be a regular scheme together
with an open embedding into a regular, proper scheme X¯ ∈ Sch(Z) such that
X¯rX is a normal crossing divisor (NCD) on X¯. Then an étale covering Y → X
is called tamely ramified along X¯rX if the discrete valuations associated with the
generic points of X¯rX are tamely ramified in k(Y)|k(X). However, there might
exist many or (at our present knowledge about resolution of singularities) even no
regular compactifications X¯ of X such that X¯rX is a NCD. Furthermore, there is
no obvious functoriality for the tame fundamental group.
So the question for a good notion of tameness of an étale covering Y → X
of regular schemes in Sch(Z) naturally occurs. In this paper we compare several
possible definitions:
curve-tameness: for every morphism C → X with C ∈ Sch(Z) a regular curve,
the base change Y×X C → C is tame.
divisor-tameness: for every normal compactification X¯ of X and every point
x ∈ X¯rX with codimX¯x = 1, the discrete rank one valuation vx on k(X)
associated with x is tamely ramified in k(Y)|k(X).
chain-tameness: There exists a compactification X¯ of X such that every discrete
valuation of rank d = dim X on k(X) which dominates a Parshin chain on
X¯ is tamely ramified in k(Y)|k(X).
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valuation-tameness: every nonarchimedean valuation of k(X) with center out-
side X is tamely ramified in k(Y)|k(X).
The notion of curve-tameness has been considered in [Wi] and the notion of chain-
tameness in [Sc1]. Curve-tameness is the maximal definition of tameness which
is stable under base change and extends the given definition for curves. Valuation
tameness is obviously stronger than divisor-tameness and chain-tameness. Our
first result is the following:
Theorem 1.1 (see Theorem 4.4). The notions of curve-tameness, divisor-tameness and
chain-tameness are equivalent. If every intermediate field between k(X) and the Galois
closure of k(Y) over k(X) admits a regular proper model, then they are equivalent to
valuation-tameness.
Moreover, if there exists a regular compactification X¯ such that X¯rX is a NCD, then
all these notions of tameness are equivalent to the notion of tame ramification along X¯rX
of [SGA1, GM].
Suppose that pi : Y → X is Galois with group G and that we are given a fixed
normal compactification X¯ of X. Denoting the normalization of X¯ in k(Y) by Y¯,
there are the following additional notions of tameness:
numerical tameness: for every y ∈ Y¯rY the inertia group Ty(Y¯|X¯) ⊂ G is of
order prime to the characteristic of the residue field k(y).
cohomological tameness: for every x ∈ X¯rX the semi-local ring OY¯,pi−1(x) is a
cohomologically trivial G-module.
The notion of numerical tameness has been considered in [Ab], [CE], [Sc1] and
[Wi]. Cohomological tameness has been considered in [CEPT] (in the more gen-
eral context of group scheme actions).
Our second result is :
Theorem 1.2 (see Theorems 5.3 and 6.2). Numerical tameness and cohomological
tameness are equivalent and imply valuation tameness. If X¯rX is a NCD or G is
nilpotent, then all definitions are equivalent.
We show Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in the more general context of regular schemes,
separated and of finite type over an integral, pure-dimensional and excellent base
scheme S. In the appendix we give illustrating examples, in particular, an example
of an étale covering of a regular scheme which is numerically tame with respect
to one regular compactification (hence curve-, divisor- and chain-tame) but not
numerically tame with respect to another regular compactification.
In the case that the function field of S is absolutely finitely generated, we show
the following tame variant of a finiteness theorem of Katz and Lang [KL].
Theorem 1.3 (see Theorem 7.1). Let S be an integral, pure-dimensional and excellent
base scheme whose function field is absolutely finitely generated. Let f : Y → X be
a smooth, surjective morphism of connected regular schemes which are separated and of
finite type over S. Assume that the generic fibre of f is geometrically connected and that
one of the following conditions (i) and (ii) is satisfied:
(i) X has a regular compactification X¯ over S such that the boundary X¯rX is a normal
crossing divisor.
(ii) The generic fibre of f has a rational point.
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Then the group
kertS(Y/X) := ker
(
pit,ab1 (Y/S)→ pit,ab1 (X/S)
)
is finite.
The authors thank A. Holschbach and F. Pop for helpful discussions on the
subject, and T. Chinburg for his proposal to consider cohomological tameness.
2 The Key Lemma
We start by recalling the following desingularization results. See [Lip] for a proof
of (i) and [Sha], Lecture 3, Theorem on p. 38 and Remark 2 on p. 43, for (ii). We
denote the set of regular points of a scheme X by Xreg.
Proposition 2.1. Let X be a two-dimensional, normal, connected and excellent scheme.
Then the following hold.
(i) After a finite number of blow-ups in closed points followed by normalizations, we
obtain a proper morphism p : X′ → X with X′ regular and such that p−1(Xreg)→
Xreg is an isomorphism of schemes.
(ii) Assume that X is regular and let Z be a proper closed subset on X. After a finite
number of blow-ups in closed points, we obtain a proper morphism p : X′ → X
such that p−1(Z) is a strict normal crossing divisor on X′.
Let X be a normal, noetherian scheme and let X′ ⊂ X be a dense open sub-
scheme. Assume we are given an an étale covering Y′ → X′.
Definition. Let x ∈ XrX′ be a point. We say that Y′ → X′ is unramified along x
if it extends to an étale covering of some open subscheme U ⊂ X which contains
X′ and x. Otherwise we say that Y′ → X′ ramifies along x.
Remark 2.2. Let Y be the normalization of X in k(Y′). Then the branch locus of
Y → X consists of all points x ∈ XrX′ such that Y′ → X′ ramifies along x.
Remark 2.3. If codimX{x} = 1, then Y′ → X′ ramifies along x if and only if the
discrete valuation of k(X′) associated with x ramifies in k(Y′). In this case we
can speak about tame and wild ramification along x by referring to the associated
valuation.
The Key Lemma for our investigations is the following Lemma 2.4. An inte-
gral, one-dimensional scheme will be called a curve. We denote the normalization
of a curve C in its function field k(C) by C˜.
Lemma 2.4 (Key Lemma). Let A be a local, normal and excellent ring and let X′ ⊂
X = Spec(A) be a nonempty open subscheme. Let Y′ → X′ be an étale Galois covering of
prime degree p. Assume that XrX′ contains an irreducible component D of codimension
one in X such that Y′ → X′ is ramified along the generic point of D. Then there exists
a curve C on X with C′ := C ∩ X′ 6= ∅ such that the base change Y′ ×X′ C˜′ → C˜′ is
ramified along a point of C˜r C˜′.
In the proof of the Key Lemma we use a reduction argument to dimension
two which is due to Wiesend [Wi, Proof of Thm. 2]. Wiesend’s arguments for the
two-dimensional case are however incomplete. O. Gabber has obtained a similar
result using a slightly different technique.
In the proof of our Key Lemma we need the following ramification criterion.
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Lemma 2.5. Let R be a discrete valuation ring with prime element pi, K the quotient field
of R and p a prime number.
(i) If K′|K is a separable extension of discretely valued fields of degree p with trivial
residue field extension and ramification index p, then the minimal polynomial f of
any prime element of R′ is of the form f = Tp + ap−1Tp−1 + · · · + a0 ∈ R[T]
with pi|ai for every i and pi2 - a0.
(ii) Let f ∈ K[T] be a separable polynomial of the form f = Tp + ap−1Tp−1 + · · ·+ a0
with a0 6= 0, p - vR(a0), and such that
min
i≥0
vR(ai) > p max
i≥0
[vR(a0)− vR(ai)] .
Then K′ = K[T]/( f ) is a discretely valued field with ramification index p over K.
Proof. Assertion (i) is standard, see for example [Se, I.6 Proposition 18]. For asser-
tion (ii), we substitute T by pilT, where l = maxi≥0[vR(a0)− vR(ai)], and divide f
by pip l . Let
g = Tp + bp−1Tp−1 + · · ·+ b0
denote the resulting monic polynomial. We claim that 0 < vR(b0) ≤ vR(bi) for
all i ≥ 0 and still p - vR(b0). In fact, we have bi = pil(i−p)ai so that vR(bi) =
vR(ai)− l(p− i) > 0. We have l ≥ vR(a0)− vR(ai) by definition, which implies
vR(bi)− vR(b0) = vR(ai)− vR(a0) + lp− l(p− i) = vR(ai)− vR(a0) + li ≥ 0,
validating our claim.
Let R′ be the normalization of R in K[T]/(g) ∼= K[T]/( f ) = K′. Let R′′ be
the localization of R′ at some maximal ideal. We will show that the ramification
index e of R′′|R is p. This shows that R′ = R′′ and completes the proof of (ii). Let
t ∈ R′′ be the image of the variable T under the homomorphism R[T]/(g)→ R′′.
The equation
tp = −bp−1tp−1 − · · · − b0
shows that t /∈ R′′×. Furthermore, it gives the equality in the middle of
p vR′′(t) = vR′′(t
p) = vR′′(b0) = e vR(b0) .
As p - vR(b0), this implies p|e and, as e ≤ p, this indeed means e = p.
Proof of the Key Lemma 2.4. Let Y be the normalization of X in k(Y′). Then Y =
Spec(B) for some semi-local ring B.
Reduction to dim(A) = 2. The assertion is trivial if dim(A) = 1. Assume that
we have shown Lemma 2.4 for dim(A) = 2. We use induction on dim(A) to
prove the general case. For dim(A) > 2, choose a point x1 ∈ D of dimension one.
Set X1 = Spec(Ax1), where Ax1 means the localization of A at the prime ideal
corresponding to x1, and X′1 = X1 ∩ X′. We deduce by our induction assumption
that there exists a curve C1 on X1 with C′1 = C1∩X′1 6= ∅ such that Y′×X′ C˜′1 → C˜′1
is ramified along D ×X C˜1. Let X2 be the normalization of the closure of C1 in
X, X′2 be X2 ×X X′ and Y′2 be the normalization of X′2 in Y′ ⊗ k(C). Finally, the
two-dimensional case produces a curve C2 on X2 with C′2 = C2 ∩ X′2 6= ∅ such
that Y′2 ×X′2 C˜′2 → C˜′2 is ramified along D × C˜2. Let C be the image of C2 under
the morphism X2 → X, C is a curve on X with C′ = C ∩ X′ 6= ∅ such that
Y′ ×X′ C˜′ → C˜′ is ramified along D ∩ C. The latter since Y ⊗X k(C) is ramified
over some point of D × C˜ if Y ⊗X k(C2) = Y2 ⊗X2 k(C2) is ramified over some
point of D× C˜2 by the base change invariance of étale morphisms.
Reduction to dim(A) = 2 and A and D regular. Applying Proposition 2.1 to
Spec(A) and D, and localizing at a closed point of the strict transform of D, we
can assume without loss generality that A and D are regular.
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Now Lemma 2.4 will be proved by distinguishing three possible cases with
different ramification indices. Since A is factorial, there exists an irreducible pi ∈
A with D = V(pi). Now RD = A/(pi), R = A(pi) and R′ = B(pi) are discrete
valuation rings. We distinguish several possible cases:
1st case: vR′(pi) = p.
Let pi′ be a prime element of R′. After multiplication by units of R′ we can assume
that pi′ ∈ A′. The minimal polynomial f ∈ K[T] of pi′ lies in A[T] and, according
to Lemma 2.5 (i), is of the form f = Tp + ap−1Tp−1 + · · ·+ a0 with pi|ai for every i
but pi2 - a0. Observe that A[T]/( f ) and B are isomorphic over some dense open
subscheme of X. We use Proposition 2.1 to resolve singularities of the divisor
generated by the coefficients of f and localize at the closed point of the strict
transform of D. This new ring will still be denoted by A, and the induced open
subscheme of X = Spec(A) by X′.
Let pi be a prime element in the new desingularized ring with D = V(pi) and
denote by t ∈ A an element such that V(t) is the exceptional divisor. Then (t,pi)
is the maximal ideal of A and the ai are supported on V(t)∪D, so that ai is up to a
unit of A equal to tlipiei with e0 = 1 and ei ≥ 1 for i > 0. In order to prove the Key
Lemma 2.4, we will construct a regular curve C on X of the form C = V(tN − pi)
with the required properties.
For this we choose a natural number N such that
• N > p maxi≥0(l0 − li).
• C = V(tN − pi) meets X′ and over the generic point of C the algebras
A[T]/( f ) and B are isomorphic.
• N + l0 is not divisible by p.
Then RC = A/(tN − pi) is a discrete valuation ring and, since (t, tN − pi) = (t,pi)
is the maximal ideal of A, the element t induces a prime element of RC. Let
KC = Q(RC). Our assumption on N shows that K′C := B⊗A KC ∼= KC[T]/( fC),
where fC ∈ RC[T] is the polynomial induced by f . The polynomial fC is separable
as B is étale over X′ and of the form
fC = Tp + aCp−1T
p−1 + · · ·+ aC0
with vRC (ai) = N ei + li for i ≥ 0. Therefore the assumptions of Lemma 2.5 (ii) are
fulfilled, so that K′C is discretely valued and has ramification index p over KC.
2nd case: vR′(pi) = 1.
In this case the residue field extension K′D|KD of R′|R is an inseparable extension
of degree p. In particular, KD = Q(RD) has characteristic p. Let R′D be the
normalization of RD in K′D and let piD be a prime element of RD. Then R′D is a
discrete valuation ring by [Bo, VI, 8.6 Corollary 2]. There are two subcases:
Subcase 2a: vR′D (piD) = p.
In this subcase we have K′D = KD( p
√
piD) if we choose the prime element piD
appropriately. Let f ∈ R[T] be the minimal polynomial of a lift to R′ of p√pi.
After a resolution of singularities as in Proposition 2.1 of the divisor generated
by D and the coefficients of f and after localizing at the closed point of the strict
transform of D, we can assume the following:
• The coefficients of f are supported on E ∪ D, where E is the exceptional
divisor,
• E and D intersect transversely.
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The constant coefficient t of f still induces a prime element in RD and by as-
sumption t is supported on E so that we conclude E = V(t). So f is of the form
f = Tp + ap−1Tp−1 + · · · a1T + t with ai for i > 0 up to a unit of A equal to piei tli
with ei > 0 and li ∈ Z. The ideal (t,pi) of A is the maximal ideal, since E and D
intersect tranversely. There exists some dense open subscheme of Spec(At) such
that B and At[T]/( f ) are isomorphic over this subscheme. We will construct a
natural number N such that the regular curve C = V(tN − pi) has the required
properties. In fact, choose N > 0 such that the following properties are satisfied:
• N + li > 0 for all i > 0.
• The generic point of V(tN − pi) lies in X′ and in the open subscheme of
Spec(At) where B and At[T]/( f ) are isomorphic.
Since (t, tN −pi) = (t,pi) is the maximal ideal of A, the element t induces a prime
element of the discrete valuation ring RC = A/(tN − pi). With KC = Q(RC),
we have B⊗A KC ∼= KC[T]/( fC), where fC is the separable polynomial in KC[T]
induced by f . Then fC is of the form
fC = Tp + aCp−1T
p−1 + · · ·+ aC0
with vRC (a
C
i ) > 0 for every i and vRC (a
C
0 ) = 1. Finally, Lemma 2.5 (ii) shows that
K′C is discretely valued and ramified over KC with ramification index p.
Subcase 2b: vR′D (piD) = 1.
In this subcase the residue extension of R′D|RD is an inseparable extension of de-
gree p, so that K′D = KD(
p
√
ξ) for some ξ ∈ R×D which is not a p-th power in the
residue field of RD. Lift ξ to R′ and denote its minimal polynomial by f ∈ R[T].
As in the previous subcase, we resolve singularities and localize so that without
loss of generality we can assume the coefficients of f are supported on E ∪ D,
where E = V(t) is the exceptional divisor, and so that E and D intersect trans-
versely. The prime element t can be chosen arbitrarily now, in contrast to subcase
2a. Observe that the residue field of A does not change in the desingularization
process (we blow up a regular scheme in a regular center). Then f is of the form
f = Tp + ap−1Tp−1 + · · · a1T + a0 with ai for i > 0 up to a unit of A equal to piei tli
with ei > 0 and li ∈ Z and such that a0 ∈ A× induces an element in the residue
field of A which is not a p-th power. There exists an open subscheme of Spec(At)
such that B and At[T]/( f ) are isomorphic over this subscheme. Again the curve C
we are searching for will be of the form C = V(tN − pi) for some natural number
N. We choose N > 0 such that the following properties are satisfied:
• N + li > 0 for all i > 0,
• For C = V(tN−pi) the intersection C∩X′ is nonempty and the generic point
of C lies in the open subscheme of Spec(At) over which B and At[T]/( f ) are
isomorphic.
As in the previous cases it follows that t induces a prime element of the discrete
valuation ring RC = A/(tN − pi) and that, with KC = Q(RC), we have K′C :=
B⊗A KC ∼= KC[T]/( fC), where fC is the polynomial in KC[T] induced by f . Then
fC is of the form
fC = Tp + aCp−1T
p−1 + · · ·+ aC0
with vRC (a
C
i ) > 0 for every i > 0 and such that a0 ∈ R×C is not a p-th power in the
residue field of RC. It follows that K′C is a discretely valued field ramified over KC
with ramification index e = 1.
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3 Some valuation theory
Working over a general base scheme S, we first have to fix some notation.
Definition. We call an integral noetherian scheme X pure-dimensional if dim X =
dimOX,x for every closed point x ∈ X.
Remark 3.1. Any integral scheme of finite type over a field or over a Dedekind
domain with infinitely many prime ideals is pure-dimensional. A proper scheme
over a pure-dimensional universally catenary scheme is pure-dimensional, see
[EGA4], IV, 5.6.5. The affine line A1Zp over the ring of p-adic integers gives an
example of a regular scheme which is not pure-dimensional.
Let from now on S be an integral, pure-dimensional, separated and excellent
base scheme. We work in the category Sch(S) of separated schemes of finite type
over S. In order to avoid the effect that open subschemes might have smaller
(Krull-)dimension than the ambient scheme (e.g. Spec(Qp) ⊂ Spec(Zp)), we rede-
fine the notion of dimension for schemes in Sch(S) as follows:
Let X ∈ Sch(S) be integral and let T be the closure of the image of X in S.
Then we put
dimS X := deg.tr.(k(X)|k(T)) + dimKrull T.
If the image of X in S contains a closed point of T, then dimS X = dimKrull X by
[EGA4], IV, 5.6.5. This equality holds for arbitrary X ∈ Sch(S) if S is of finite type
over a field or over a Dedekind domain with infinitely many prime ideals.
Definition. A function field over S is the function field K = k(X) of some integral
scheme X ∈ Sch(S). We call X a model of K and put dimS K = dimS X.
Every function field over S admits a proper model, see [Lue] for a scheme
theoretic proof. Let K = k(X) be a function field over S and let T be the closure of
the image of X in S (with reduced scheme structure). Then T is an integral closed
subscheme in S.
Definition. We denote by ValS(K) the set of nonarchimedean valuations v on K
such that Ov dominates OT,t for some point t ∈ T. For v ∈ ValS(K) and for a
given proper S-model X of K we denote by Zv the center of v on X, which is the
(uniquely defined) integral closed subscheme of X such that Ov dominates OX,Zv .
Let n ≤ dimS K be a natural number. We consider Zn as an ordered group
with the lexicographic ordering.
Definition. We call an S-valuation v : K×  Zn, i.e. a valuation with ordered
value group Zn, a discrete rank n valuation on K. The residue field is denoted by
Kv.
The following proposition, due to Abhyankar, is well known. The inequality
in the proposition is called the Abhyankar inequality.
Proposition 3.2. Let K be a function field over S and let X¯ be a proper model of K. Let
v be a discrete rank n valuation on K with center Zv on X¯. Then we have the inequality
deg.tr.(Kv|k(Zv)) + dimS Zv + n ≤ dimS K .
Suppose that equality holds. Then Kv|k(Zv) is a finitely generated field extension. More-
over, there exists a proper model X¯′ of K such that dimS Z′v = dimS K − n and Kv =
k(Z′v).
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Proof. Let zv be the generic point of Zv. Since S is pure-dimensional, also X¯ is
pure-dimensional and the Krull dimension of the ring A := OX¯,zv is equal to
dimS K − dimS Zv. So [Va, Théorème 9.2] comprises our lemma except for the
last statement. In order to prove the latter, let s1, . . . , sm ∈ O×v be a finite family
of elements which generate the residue field of Ov over the residue field of the
local ring A. Let Spec(B) ⊂ X¯ be an open neighbourhood of zv and set X′ :=
Spec(B[s1, . . . , sm]). Then v has nontrivial a center in X′ and the function field of
this center coincides with Kv. Finally, we let X′ ⊂ X¯′ → X¯ be a compactification,
which exists by [Lue].
We call v geometric if equality holds in the Abhyankar inequality in Proposi-
tion 3.2. This notion does not depend on the proper model we have chosen. If v
is geometric, then Kv is a function field over S of dimension dimS K − n. In case
n = dimS K the Abhyankar inequality is automatically an equality, so that every
discrete rank dimS K valuation is geometric and the center on every proper model
is a closed point.
If v is a valuation on K and w a valuation on Kv, then the ring
Ov◦w := {x ∈ Ov | x¯ ∈ Ow}
is a valuation ring and the associated valuation on K is called the composite
valuation v ◦ w.
The following lemma is ‘folklore’ but we could not find a reference.
Lemma 3.3. Let K be a function field over S.
(i) If v is a geometric discrete S-valuation of rank n on K and w is a geometric discrete
S-valuation of rank m on Kv, then v ◦ w is a geometric discrete rank (n + m)
valuation.
(ii) Each discrete geometric S-valuation v on K of rank n can be written in the form v =
v1 ◦ · · · ◦ vn, where the vi, i = 1, . . . , n, are geometric discrete rank 1 valuations on
Kvi−1 (set Kv0 := K).
Proof. (i) We have to show that v ◦ w is geometric. We use Proposition 3.2 to find
a proper model X¯ of K such that Kv = k(Zv), where Zv is the center of v on X¯.
Then Zv is a proper model of Kv and we denote the center of w on Zv by Zw.
Note that Zw = Zv◦w. The residue fields of w and of v ◦ w are the same. We get
the equality
n + (deg.tr.(Kw|k(Zw)) + m) = (dimS K− dimS Zv) + (dimS Zv − dimS Zw)
= dimS K− dimS Zv◦w,
which shows that v ◦ w is geometric.
(ii) Every discrete rank n valuation v can be uniquely decomposed into a chain
v = v1 ◦ · · · ◦ vn of discrete rank 1 valuations. By Proposition 3.2, for any proper
model X¯ of K, the transcendence degree deg.tr.(Kv1|k(Zv1)) is finite. In a similar
way as in the proof of Proposition 3.2, we find a proper model X¯ of K such that
deg.tr.(Kv1|k(Zv1)) = 0, i.e. the extension is algebraic. Let w be the restriction of
v2 ◦ · · · ◦ vn to k(Zv1). Then Zv1 is a proper model of k(Zv1) and the center Zw of
w on Zv1 is equal to Zv. Furthermore, the residue fields of v and of v2 ◦ · · · vn are
the same, hence Kv is an algebraic extension of the residue field Kw of w. Using
the Abhyankar inequality for v1 and for w, we obtain
deg.tr.(Kv|k(Zv)) + n = 1+ (deg.tr.(Kw|k(Zw)) + n− 1)
≤ (dimS K− dimS Zv1) + (dimS Zv1 − dimS Zw)
= dimS K− dimS Zv.
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Since v is geometric, equality holds in both Abhyankar inequalities; hence v1 and
w are geometric. By Proposition 3.2, the extension Kv1|k(Zv1) is finite, and so Kv1
is a function field over S and v2 ◦ · · · ◦ vn is a geometric discrete S-valuation of
rank n− 1 on this field. Now the result follows by induction.
Let v be a valuation on the field K, L|K a finite Galois extension with Galois
group G and w a valuation on L which extends v. Recall that the decomposition
and the inertia group Gw(L|K) and Tw(L|K) of w in L|K are defined by
Gw(L|K) = {g ∈ G | gw = w} and Tw(L|K) = ker
(
Gw(L|K)→ Aut(Lw|Kv)
)
,
respectively. Furthermore, we have the ramification group
Vw(L|K) = {g ∈ Gw(L|K) | w(gx/x− 1
)
> 0 for all x ∈ L×}.
If char(Kv) = 0, then Vw(L|K) = 1, and if p := char(Kv) > 0, then Vw(L|K) is
the unique p-Sylow subgroup of Tw(L|K). If w and w′ are different extensions
of v, then the decomposition, inertia and ramification groups of w and w′ are
conjugate and we sometimes write Gv(L|K), Tv(L|K) and Vv(L|K) for these groups
if we don’t care for conjugation. There are several definitions of ramification for
valuations used in the literature. We use the following:
Definition. Let v be a valuation on a field K and let L|K be a finite Galois exten-
sion. We say that v is unramified (resp. tamely ramified) in L|K if Tv(L|K) is trivial
(resp. if Vv(L|K) is trivial). We say that v is unramified (resp. tamely ramified) in
a finite separable extension L|K if it is unramified (resp. tamely ramified) in the
Galois closure of L|K.
Remark 3.4. Let v be a valuation with residue characteristic p on a field K and
let L|K be a finite separable extension. Let w1, . . . , wn be the different extensions
of v to L. We denote by e(wi|v) the ramification index of wi over v and we put
f (wi|v) = [Lwi : Kv]. By the results of [End], §22, the valuation v is unramified
(resp. tamely ramified) in L|K in the sense of the above definition if and only if
the following conditions (1)–(3) hold:
(1) e(wi|v) = 1 (resp. e(wi|v) is prime to p) for i = 1, . . . , n,
(2) Lwi|Kv is separable for i = 1, . . . , n,
(3) ∑ni=1 e(wi|v) f (wi|v) = [L : K].
If v is a discrete rank n valuation, then conditions (1) and (2) already imply (3).
Lemma 3.5. Let L|K be a finite separable extension of function fields over S and let
d = dimS K. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) L|K is ramified at a (geometric) discrete rank d valuation.
(ii) L|K is ramified at a geometric discrete rank 1 valuation.
Proof. (ii)⇒(i) Let v be a ramified geometric discrete rank 1 valuation. Choose a
geometric discrete rank (d − 1) valuation v1 on Kv and put w = v ◦ v1; to find
such a valuation v1 one can use Parshin chains, see Section 4. Then w is a ramified
discrete rank d valuation.
(i)⇒(ii) We use induction on d = dimS K. For d = 1 the lemma is trivial. In
case d = 2 and v is a ramified discrete rank 2 valuation of K choose a proper
normal model X of K. Then consider the two-dimensional local ring A = OX,x
where x is the generic point of the center of v on X. After a modification we may
assume that A is regular, see Proposition 2.1. Since the normal closure of A in L
is ramified over A, purity of the branch locus [SGA2, X.3.4] gives us a ramified
divisor on A which gives us a ramified geometric discrete rank 1 valuation. For
d > 2 write v = v1 ◦w where v1 is a discrete rank 1 valuation, which is geometric
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according to Lemma 3.3 (ii). If v1 ramifies in L we are done. Otherwise consider
the finite product Lv of the residue fields of all extensions of v1 to L. Then, as
v ramifies in L and as v1 does not ramify in L, one of the extensions of w to Lv
ramifies (see [ZS], Ch. VI §11 Cor. 2 to Lem. 4). Now we use the induction as-
sumption to find a geometric discrete valuation v2 of Kv1 of rank 1 which ramifies
in Lv. So v1 ◦ v2 is a geometric discrete rank 2 valuation on K which ramifies in
the extension L|K. Using the induction assumption again, we find a geometric
discrete rank 1 valuation on K which ramifies in L|K.
Lemma 3.6. Let L, K and d be as in Lemma 3.5. Assume there exists a wildly ramified
discrete rank d valuation v on K. Then there exists a wildly ramified geometric discrete
rank 1 valuation w on K.
Proof. Let p be the characteristic of Kv. We may replace L|K by its Galois closure.
Since the ramification group of v is p-group, there exists an intermediate extension
K ⊂ K′ ⊂ L′ ⊂ L such that L′|K′ is Galois of prime order p and such that
an extension v′ of v to K′ is wildly ramified in L′|K′. Choose a proper normal
model X of K′ over S. By the Lemma 3.5, we find a discrete rank 1 valuation
w′ of K′ which ramifies in L′|K′. Choose a point x ∈ Zw′ of codimension 2 in
X and of residue characteristic p. Set A = OX,x. By Proposition 2.1, we may
assume that A is regular and that the ramification locus of L′|K′ in Spec(A) has
normal crossings. Then Abhyankar’s Lemma [SGA1, XIII Proposition 5.2] applied
to the strict henselization of A shows that there is a ramified prime divisor on
Spec(A) of function field characteristic p. Let w′′ be the discrete rank 1 valuation
corresponding to this ramified prime divisor. Then the restriction w of w′′ to K is
a wildly ramified geometric discrete rank 1 valuation.
4 Curve-, Divisor- and Chain-Tameness
We start with the following applications of our Key Lemma 2.4.
Proposition 4.1. Let X be a regular, pure-dimensional, excellent scheme, X′ ⊂ X a
dense open subscheme, Y′ → X′ an étale covering and Y the normalization of X in
k(Y′). Suppose that for every curve C on X with C′ = C ∩ X′ 6= ∅, the étale covering
Y′ ×X C˜′ → X′ ×X C˜′ extends to an étale covering of C˜. Then Y → X is étale.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that Y′ → X′ is a Galois covering.
Assume Y → X were not étale. We have to find a curve C on X with C′ = C∩X′ 6=
∅ such that Y′ ×X′ C˜′ → C˜′ is ramified along C˜r C˜′. By the purity of the branch
locus [SGA2, X.3.4], there exists a component D of XrX′ of codimension one
in X such that Y → X is ramified over the generic point of D. Let G be a cyclic
subgroup of prime order of the inertia group of some point of Y which lies over
the generic point of D. Let Y′G be the quotient of Y
′ by the action of G. Consider
the Galois covering Y′ → Y′G of prime degree and let YG be the normalization
of X in k(Y′G). By considering the localization at any closed point of YG lying
over D, Lemma 2.4 produces a curve CG on YG with C′G = CG ∩Y′G 6= ∅ such that
Y′ × C˜′G → C˜′G is ramified along C˜Gr C˜′G. Let C be the image of CG under the
morphism YG → X. Then C is the curve we are looking for.
Proposition 4.2. Let X be a normal, pure-dimensional, excellent scheme and let D be a
NCD on X (in particular, X is regular in a neighbourhood of D). Then an étale covering
Y′ → X′ := XrD is tamely ramified along D if and only if for each closed curve C ⊂ X
not contained in D the base change Y′ ×X C˜′ → C˜′ is tamely ramified along DC˜.
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Proof. If Y′ → X′ := XrD is tamely ramified along D and C is a curve on X we
use Abhyankar’s Lemma to show that Y′ ×X C˜′ → C˜′ is tamely ramified along
DC˜. Let x be a point of the intersection D ∩ C and A the strict henselization
of OX,x. We can replace X by Spec(A). Then |D| = V(pi1) ∪ · · · ∪ V(pir) for
some irreducible elements pi1, . . . ,pir ∈ A which are part of a parameter system
of A and X′ = Spec(A′) with A′ = Api1···pir . By Abhyankar’s Lemma [SGA1, XIII
Proposition 5.2], we can assume without loss of generality that Y′ → X′ is a Galois
covering of the form
Spec(A′[T1, . . . , Tr]/(T
n1
1 − pi1, . . . , Tnrr − pir))→ Spec(A′)
for natural numbers n1, . . . , nr which are prime to the residue characteristic p of A.
So, in particular, p does not divide deg(Y′|X′) = n1 · · · nr. In this situation the
degree of the Galois covering Y′ ×X C˜′ → C˜′ divides deg(Y′|X′), so it must be
tamely ramified along DC˜.
For the reverse direction assume that Y′ → X′ := XrD is not tamely ramified
along some irreducible component D0 of D. We will construct a curve C on X such
that the base change Y′×X C˜′ → C˜′ is not tamely ramified along D0×X C˜. We can
replace Y′ by its Galois closure over X′. Let G be a subgroup of prime order of the
wild ramification group of Y′ → X′ at some point over the generic point of D0.
Let Y′G be the quotient of Y
′ under the action of G and let YG be the normalization
of X in k(Y′G). Then a localization of Y
′ → Y′G ⊂ YG at a closed point of YG lying
over D0 satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2.4, so that we find a curve CG ⊂ YG
with C′G = CG ∩ Y′G 6= ∅ such that Y′ × C˜′G → C˜′G is not tamely ramified along
D0 ×X C˜G. Finally, let the curve C we are searching for be the image of CG under
the morphism YG → X.
Let S be an integral, pure-dimensional and excellent base scheme and Sch(S)
the category of separated schemes of finite type over S.
We call C ∈ Sch(S) a curve if C is integral and dimS C = 1. For a regular
curve C ∈ Sch(S) there exists a unique regular curve P(C) ∈ Sch(S) which is
proper over S and contains C as a dense open subscheme. Note that P(C) has
Krull-dimension 1. So there is a unique notion of tameness for étale coverings
of regular curves in Sch(S). The next definition is motivated by Proposition 4.2.
It is the ‘maximal’ definition of tameness which is stable under base change and
extends the given one for curves.
Definition. Let Y → X be an étale covering in Sch(S). We say that Y → X is
curve-tame if for any morphism C → X in Sch(S) with C a regular curve, the base
change Y×X C → C is tamely ramified along P(C)rC.
Below we will introduce versions of tameness which use Parshin chains on
schemes. For the convenience of the reader we recall the definition of Parshin
chains and their connection with valuations.
Definition. Let X ∈ Sch(S) be a scheme. A finite family of points P = (P0, . . . , Pr)
on the scheme X is called a chain if
{P0} ⊂ {P1} ⊂ · · · ⊂ {Pr}.
The chain P is called a Parshin chain if dimS {Pi} = i for 0 ≤ i ≤ r.
Assume we are given a scheme X ∈ Sch(S) and a Parshin chain P = (P0, . . . , Pd)
of length d = dimS(X) on X. We say that a discrete valuation v ∈ ValS(k(X))
of rank d dominates the Parshin chain P if, for the unique decomposition v =
v1 ◦ · · · ◦ vd into discrete valuations of rank 1 and i = 1, . . . , d, the valuation ring
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corresponding to v1 ◦ · · · ◦ vi dominates OX,Pd−i . A Parshin chain P is dominated
by at least one and by at most finitely many discrete valuations. If, for i = 1, . . . , d,
Pi−1 is a regular point on {Pi}, then there is exactly one such discrete valuation.
We introduce further definitions of tameness. Let Y → X be an étale covering
of connected normal schemes in Sch(S). Then every v ∈ ValS(k(X)) with center
in X is unramified in k(Y)|k(X).
Definition. Assume that Y and X are connected and normal. We say that Y → X
is
• divisor-tame if for every normal compactification X¯ of X and every point
x ∈ X¯rX with codimX¯x = 1 the discrete rank one valuation vx on k(X)
associated with x is tamely ramified in k(Y)|k(X).
• valuation-tame if every v ∈ ValS(k(X)) is tamely ramified in k(Y)|k(X).
• discrete-valuation-tame, if every discrete valuation v ∈ ValS(k(X)) of rank
d = dimS X is tamely ramified in k(Y)|k(X).
• chain-tame if there exists a normal compactification X¯ of X such that each
discrete valuation v ∈ ValS(k(X)) of rank d = dimS X which dominates a
Parshin-chain on X¯ is tamely ramified in k(Y)|k(X).
• weakly chain-tame if there exists a normal compactification X¯ of X such that
each discrete valuation v ∈ ValS(k(X)) of rank d = dimS X which dominates
a Parshin-chain P = (P0, . . . , Pd) on X¯ with P1, . . . , Pd ∈ X is tamely ramified
in k(Y)|k(X).
These definitions extend to the non-connected case by requiring the correspond-
ing property for every connected component.
Valuation-tameness obviously implies discrete-valuation-tameness and divisor-
tameness. Discrete-valuation-tameness implies chain-tameness, which implies
weak chain-tameness.
Remark 4.3. The question whether an étale scheme morphism Y → X is tame or
not (in any of the above versions), depends on the category Sch(S) in which it is
considered. For example, the étale morphism Spec(Z[ 12 ,
√−1]) → Spec(Z[ 12 ]) is
not tame in Sch(Z), but is tame as a morphism in Sch(Z[ 12 ]). Another example
is the following: any étale covering Y → X of varieties over Qp is tame when
considered in Sch(Qp). This is in general not the case if we consider Y → X as a
covering in Sch(Zp).
Now we formulate our first main result.
Theorem 4.4. Let S be an integral, excellent and pure-dimensional base scheme and
let Y → X be an étale covering of regular schemes in Sch(S). Then the following are
equivalent:
(i) Y → X is curve-tame.
(ii) Y → X is divisor-tame.
(iii) Y → X is discrete-valuation-tame.
(iv) Y → X is chain-tame.
(v) Y → X is weakly chain-tame.
If every intermediate field between k(X) and the Galois closure of k(Y) over k(X) admits
a regular proper model, then then (i)–(v) are equivalent to
(vi) Y → X is valuation-tame.
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If there exists a regular compactification X¯ of X such that X¯rX is a NCD, then (i)–(vi)
are equivalent and there is a further equivalent condition:
(vii) Y → X is tamely ramified along X¯rX.
Proof. We start making the round. (i)⇒(ii) follows from the Key Lemma 2.4.
Let us show (ii)⇒(iii). Assume there exists a wildly ramified discrete valuation
of rank d = dimS X. Using Lemma 3.5, we find a wildly ramified geometric
discrete rank 1 valuation v on k(X). Choose any normal compactification X¯ of
X. As Y → X is étale, the center of v lies in X¯rX. By [Liu] §8, ex. 3.14, after
blowing up X¯ in centers contained in X¯rX and finally normalizing, we find a
normal compactification X¯ of X such that v is the valuation associated to a point
x ∈ X¯rX of codimension 1 in X¯. This shows (ii)⇒(iii).
Furthermore, (iii)⇒(iv) and (iv)⇒(v) are obvious. So assume (iv). Let X¯ be
a compactification of X and let C → X be a morphism in Sch(S), where C is a
regular curve. If the image of C in X is a closed point, then Y×X C → C extends to
an étale morphism of P(C). So assume that the image x of the generic point of C
in X is one-dimensional and that the base change Y×X C → C is wildly ramified
along P(C)rC. By the valuative criterion of properness, C → X extends to a
morphism P(C) → X¯. Let v be a discrete rank 1 valuation on k(C) with center
in P(C)rC which is wildly ramified in Y ×X C → C. Let w be the restriction of
v to k(x) with respect to the inclusion k(x) ⊂ k(C). Then w is wildly ramified
in Y ⊗ k(x) → k(x). Let P0 ∈ X¯ be the center of w. Since x is a regular point
on X, we find a Parshin chain P0, P1, . . . , Pd on X¯ such that P1 = x and Pi is a
regular point on Pi+1 for i = 1, . . . , d− 1. Then let W be the geometric rank d− 1-
valuation associated to P1, . . . , Pd. Then W ◦ w is a wildly ramified discrete rank
d-valuation. This shows (v)⇒(i).
Obviously, (vi) implies (iii). Now assume that (v) holds and that every in-
termediated field between k(X) and the Galois closure of k(Y) over k(X) admits
a regular proper model. In order to show (vi), we may replace Y by its Galois
closure over X. Assume that there exists a valuation v ∈ ValS(k(X)) which is
wildly ramified in k(Y)|k(X). Let p be the residue characteristic of v and let
H ⊂ G(k(Y)|k(X)) be a cyclic subgroup of order p contained in the ramification
group if v. We replace X by the quotient scheme Y/H, i.e. we may assume that
Y|X is cyclic of order p. Let X′ be a regular proper model of k(X) and let x′ be the
center of v in X′. Then x′ is ramified in Y′ → X′. By purity of the branch locus, we
find a prime divisor D ⊂ X′ which contains x′ and is ramified in Y′ → X′. Now
choose a Parshin-chain from x to D and a discrete rank d valuation which domi-
nates this chain. This discrete rank d valuation is wildly ramified in k(Y)|k(X).
Hence (iii) is violated.
Finally, assume that there exists a regular compactification X¯ such that X¯rX
is a normal crossing divisor. Then (vii) is equivalent to (i) by Proposition 4.2.
In the next section we will see (Theorem 5.4) that in this situation Y → X is
numerically tame along X¯rX, and therefore valuation-tame by Theorem 5.3. So
(vii) implies (vi).
Remark 4.5. If the scheme X in Theorem 4.4 is only assumed to be normal instead
of regular, one still gets the implications
(i)⇒ (ii)⇔ (iii)⇒ (iv)⇒ (v).
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5 Numerical tameness
Let X be a connected normal scheme with function field K = k(X) and let L|K be
a finite Galois extension with Galois group G. Let Y be the normalization of X
in L and let y ∈ Y be a (not necessarily closed) point with image x ∈ X. Recall
that the decomposition and the inertia group Gy(Y|X) and Ty(Y|X) of y in Y|X
are defined by
Gy(Y|X) = {g ∈ G | gy = y} and Ty(Y|X) = ker
(
Gy(Y|X)→ Aut(k(y)|k(x))
)
,
respectively. If y and y′ have the same image x ∈ X, then the decomposition and
inertia groups of y and y′ are conjugate and we sometimes write Gx(Y|X) and
Tx(Y|X) for these groups if we don’t care for conjugation.
Next we introduce the notion of numerical tameness.
Definition. Let X¯ ∈ Sch(S) be normal connected and proper, and let X ⊂ X¯ be
a dense open subscheme. Let Y → X be an étale Galois covering and let Y¯ be
the normalization of X¯ in the function field k(Y) of Y. We say that Y → X is
numerically tamely ramified along X¯rX if the order of the inertia group Tx(Y¯|X¯) ⊂
G(Y¯|X¯) = G(Y|X) of each point x ∈ X¯rX is prime to the residue characteristic
of x. An étale covering Y → X is called numerically tamely ramified along X¯rX
if it can be dominated by a Galois covering which is numerically tamely rami-
fied along X¯rX. This definition extends to the non-connected case by requiring
numerical tame ramification for all connected components.
Remark 5.1. If a point x0 lies in the closure of another point x1, then Tx1(Y|X) ⊂
Tx0(Y|X). It therefore suffices to check numerical tameness on closed points.
Numerical tameness is stable under base change in the following sense.
Lemma 5.2. Let X¯ ∈ Sch(S) be normal and proper, X ⊂ X¯ a dense open subscheme and
Y → X an étale covering. Let f : X¯′ → X¯ be a proper morphism in Sch(S) with X¯′
normal such that X′ := f−1(X) is dense in X¯′. If Y → X is numerically tamely ramified
along X¯rX, then the base change Y ×X X′ → X′ is numerically tamely ramified along
X¯′rX′.
Proof. This follows since the inertia groups of the base change are subgroups of
the inertia groups of Y → X.
Theorem 5.3. Let X ∈ Sch(S) be a regular scheme, X¯ a normal compactification and
Y → X an étale covering. If Y → X is numerically tamely ramified along X¯rX, then it
is valuation-tame. In particular, Y → X is curve-, divisor- and chain-tame.
Proof. We may suppose that Y → X is Galois. Let v be an S-valuation on k(X)
with residue characteristic p > 0. Let x ∈ X¯ be a closed point the center of v.
Then x has residue characteristic p and we have an inclusion Tv(Y|X) ⊂ Tx(Y|X).
Hence Tv(Y|X) is of order prime to p and v is tamely ramified.
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A partial converse in the case that X¯ is regular is given by the following
Theorem 5.4. Let X¯ ∈ Sch(S) be a regular, proper scheme, X ⊂ X¯ a dense open sub-
scheme and Y → X an étale covering. Assume that one of the following conditions is
satisfied:
(a) X¯rX is a NCD and Y → X is tamely ramified along X¯rX, or
(b) Y → X is curve-tame and can be dominated by a Galois covering with nilpotent
Galois group.
Then Y → X is numerically tamely ramified along X¯rX.
Remark 5.5. The equivalence of numerical tameness and chain-tameness for nilpo-
tent coverings has been shown in [Sc1]. Wiesend has given an incomplete proof
of the equivalence of numerical tameness and curve-tameness for nilpotent cov-
erings in [Wi]. In the appendix we will give examples for curve-tame Galois
coverings Y → X with non-nilpotent Galois group which are not numerically
tamely ramified along X¯rX for some regular compactification X¯. The first such
example has been given by the referee of [Wi].
Proof. Assume that X¯rX is a NCD and Y → X is tamely ramified along X¯rX.
By Abhyankar’s Lemma [SGA1, XIII Proposition 5.2], the inertia group of every
closed point x ∈ X¯ has order prime to the residue characteristic of x. Hence Y|X
is numerically tamely ramified along X¯rX.
Now assume that X¯rX is not necessarily a NCD but that Y → X can be
dominated by a Galois covering with nilpotent group. Since a finite nilpotent
group is the product of its Sylow subgroups, we may assume that Y → X is
Galois and that G = Gal(Y|X) is a finite p-group, where p is some prime number.
Assume that Y|X were not numerically tamely ramified along X¯rX. Then we
find a closed point in x0 ∈ X¯rX with residue characteristic p which ramifies in
Y¯|X¯. Now we factor Y → X in the form
Y = Xn → Xn1 → · · · → X1 → X0 = X,
such that Xi+1 → Xi is Galois of degree p for i = 0, . . . , n − 1. We denote by
X¯i the normalization of X¯ in k(Xi). Let a, 0 ≤ a ≤ n − 1, be the unique index
such that X¯a|X¯ is étale over x0 but X¯a+1|X¯a is not etale over the preimage x0.
Note that X¯a is regular in a neighbourhood of the preimage of x0, since there is
a neighbourhood which is étale over X¯. By purity, there exists a prime divisor
on X¯a which meets the preimage of x0 in a closed point xa and which ramifies in
X¯a+1|X¯a. Applying the Key Lemma 2.4 to the localization of X¯a+1|X¯a at xa, we
find a curve C¯ ⊂ X¯a containing xa and with C := C¯ ∩ Xa 6= ∅, such that the base
change Xa+1 ×Xa C˜ → C˜ ramifies along some point over xa. We conclude that
Xa+1|Xa is not curve-tame. Hence Y|X is not curve-tame. A contradiction.
6 Cohomological tameness
Let X¯ ∈ Sch(S) be normal connected and proper, and let X ⊂ X¯ be a dense open
subscheme. Let Y → X be an étale Galois covering with group G = Gal(Y|X)
and let Y¯ be the normalization of X¯ in the function field k(Y) of Y. We denote the
projection by pi : Y¯ → X¯.
Lemma 6.1. Using the notation as above let
(
Ui = Spec(Ai)
)
i∈I be an affine Zariski-
open covering of X¯ and put pi−1(Ui) =: Vi = Spec(Bi). Then the following are equiva-
lent.
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(i) For every closed point x ∈ X¯rX the semi-local ringOY¯,pi−1(x) is a cohomologically
trivial G-module.
(ii) For every point x ∈ X¯ the semi-local ring OY¯,pi−1(x) is a cohomologically trivial
G-module.
(iii) Bi is a cohomologically trivial G-module for all i.
Proof. For any prime ideal p ∈ Ai, the localization Ai → (Ai)p is flat. Hence for
every subgroup H ⊂ G and all i ∈ Z, we have
Hˆi(H, Bi ⊗Ai (Ai)p) ∼= Hˆi(H, Bi)⊗Ai (Ai)p,
where Hˆi(H,−) denotes the Tate cohomology of the finite group H. We conclude
that Bi is a cohomologically trivial G-module if and only if Bi ⊗Ai (Ai)p is coho-
mologically trivial for every prime ideal, or even for every maximal ideal. In order
to conclude the proof, it remains to show, that Bi ⊗Ai (Ai)p is a cohomologically
trivial G-module for such p which are unramified Bi. To this end note that the
natural homomorphism (Ai)p → (Ai)shp to the strict henselization is faithfully flat
and that Bi ⊗Ai (Ai)shp is an induced G-module if p is unramified.
Definition. We say that Y → X is cohomologically tamely ramified along X¯rX if
the equivalent conditions of Lemma 6.1 are satisfied. An étale covering Y → X
is called cohomologically tamely ramified along X¯rX if it can be dominated by
a Galois covering which is cohomologically tamely ramified along X¯rX. This
definition extends to the non-connected case by requiring cohomological tame
ramification for all connected components.
Theorem 6.2. Let X¯ ∈ Sch(S) be normal, connected and proper, and let X ⊂ X¯ be a
dense open subscheme. Then an étale covering Y → X is cohomologically tamely ramified
along X¯rX if and only if it is numerically tamely ramified along X¯rX.
Proof. Let
(
Ui = Spec(Ai)
)
i∈I be an affine Zariski-open covering of X¯ and put
pi−1(Ui) =: Vi = Spec(Bi). Let trBi |Ai : Bi → Ai be the trace map b 7→ ∑g∈G gb. We
omit the indices i from the notation and call B|A tamely ramified if for every maxi-
mal ideal m ⊂ A the inertia group Tm(B|A) is of order prime to the characteristic
of A/m. The following claims are standard, cf. [NSW], Theorem 6.1.10.
Claim 1: trB|A : B → A is surjective if and only if B|A is cohomologically tamely
ramified.
Proof of claim 1. For a maximal ideal m ⊂ A, we denote the henselization of
Am by Ahm. Recall that Am → Ahm is faithfully flat. Hence trB|A : B → A is
surjective if and only if trB|A ⊗A Ahm : B⊗A Ahm → Ahm is surjective for all m ⊂ A.
Therefore we may assume that A is local henselian with maximal ideal m. Then
B is a finite product of local henselian rings and we may reduce to the case that
B is local henselian with maximal ideal mB. Let κ and κ′ be the residue fields
of A and B, respectively. By Nakayama’s Lemma, trB|A : B → A is surjective if
and only if the induced map B/mB → A/m is surjective. Since the trace sends
mB to m, this map factors through a map tr : κ′ → κ. Let p be the residue
characteristic. By definition, the inertia group acts trivially on κ′. Hence tr is the
zero map if p | #Tm(B|A). If e = #Tm(B|A) is prime to p, then κ′|κ is separable
and tr = e · trκ′ |κ is surjective. This shows the claim.
Claim 2: B is a cohomologically trivial G-module if and only if B|A is cohomolog-
ically tamely ramified.
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Proof of claim 2. If B is a cohomologically trivial G-module, then trB|A is surjective
since 0 = Hˆ0(G, B) = A/trB|A(B). Hence B|A is cohomologically tamely ramified
by Claim 1. If B|A is cohomologically tamely ramified and H ⊂ G is a subgroup,
then also B|BH is cohomologically tamely ramified. Hence trB|BH is surjective by
Claim 1, which implies Hˆ0(H, B) = 0.
Next we prove that H1(H, B) = 0. Let a(σ) ∈ B be a 1-cocycle and let x ∈ B be
such that trB|A(x) = 1. Setting
b := ∑
σ∈H
a(σ)σx ,
we obtain for τ ∈ H,
τb = ∑
σ∈H
τa(σ)(τσx) = ∑
σ∈H
(a(τσ)− a(τ))(τσx) = b− a(τ)trB|A(x) .
Therefore a(τ) = (1− τ)b , hence a(τ) is a 1-coboundary. By [NSW], Proposition
1.8.4, we conclude that B is cohomologically trivial. This shows Claim 2.
Now we show the theorem. If Y → X is numerically tamely ramified, then Bi
is a cohomologically trivial G-module for all i by Claim 2. Hence Y → X is
cohomologically tamely ramified by Lemma 6.1. The same arguments also show
the reverse direction.
7 Finiteness theorems
In this section we will prove a tame version of a finiteness result due to Katz and
Lang [KL] and will deduce finiteness theorems for the abelianized tame funda-
mental groups of arithmetic schemes, which had been previously shown in [Sc2].
Let, as before, S be an integral, pure-dimensional and excellent base scheme.
Let X ∈ Sch(S) be regular and connected. We use the word tame for the equiv-
alent notions of curve-, divisor-, discrete-valuation- and chain-tameness and tame
covering means a finite, étale morphism which is tame. The tame coverings of X
satisfy the axioms of a Galois category ([SGA1], V, 4). After choosing a geometric
point x¯ of X, we have the fibre functor (Y → X) 7→ MorX(x¯, Y) from the category
of tame coverings of X to the category of sets, whose automorphism group is
called the tame fundamental group pit1(X/S, x¯). It classifies étale coverings of X
which are tame when considered in Sch(S). Denoting the usual étale fundamental
group by pi1(X, x¯), we have an obvious surjection
pi1(X, x¯) pit1(X/S, x¯),
which is an isomorphism if X is proper over S. The fundamental groups to dif-
ferent base points are isomorphic, the isomorphism being canonical up to inner
automorphisms. Therefore the abelianized fundamental groups
piab1 (X, x¯) and pi
t,ab
1 (X/S, x¯)
are canonically independent of the base point x¯, which we will exclude from
notation. Note that the notion of (curve-) tameness is stable under base change.
Therefore, given a morphism f : Y → X between regular, connected schemes
in Sch(S), a geometric point y¯ of Y and its image x¯ = f (y¯) in X, we obtain an
induced homomorphism
pit1(Y/S, y¯) −→ pit1(X/S, x¯).
Now assume that the function field k of S is absolutely finitely generated and let
p = char(k). Consider the kernel
ker(Y/X) := ker
(
piab1 (Y)→ piab1 (X)
)
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If f : Y → X is smooth and surjective, then a theorem of Katz and Lang ([KL],
Theorem 1) asserts that the prime-to-p part of ker(Y/X) is finite. We will prove
an analogous result for the tame kernel
kertS(Y/X) := ker
(
pit,ab1 (Y/S)→ pit,ab1 (X/S)
)
,
which does not exclude the p-part.
Theorem 7.1. Let S be an integral, pure-dimensional and excellent base scheme whose
function field is absolutely finitely generated. Let f : Y → X be a smooth, surjective
morphism of connected regular schemes in Sch(S). Assume that the generic fibre of f is
geometrically connected and that one of the following conditions (i) and (ii) is satisfied:
(i) X has a regular compactification X¯ over S such that the boundary X¯rX is a normal
crossing divisor.
(ii) The generic fibre of f has a rational point.
Then the group
kertS(Y/X) := ker
(
pit,ab1 (Y/S)→ pit,ab1 (X/S)
)
is finite.
Remark 7.2. Condition (i) is satisfied if X has Krull-dimension less or equal to 2;
conjecturally, it is satisfied for an arbitrary X.
In the proof of Theorem 7.1 we will need the following
Lemma 7.3. Let A be a discrete valuation ring and let v be the associated discrete rank
one valuation on the quotient field k of A. Let K|k be a finitely generated, regular field
extension and let w ∈ ValSpec(A)(K) be a geometric discrete rank one valuation on K
extending v. Let pi ∈ k be a uniformizer for v and let k′|k be a finite Galois extension
such that w is unramified in Kk′|K. Then
#Tv(k′|k) | w(pi) · [(kv)Kw : kv]i,
where [(kv)Kw : kv]i is the index of inseparability of the relative algebraic closure (kv)Kw
of kv in Kw (which is finite over kv by Proposition 3.2).
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that A is henselian. Let v′ be
the unique extension of v to k′. Then #Tv(k′|k) = ev(k′|k)[k′v′ : kv]i. Let B ⊂ K
be the valuation ring of w and let B′ be the integral closure of B in Kk′. Then B′
is a semi-local principal ideal domain. Let m be the maximal ideal of B and let
m′1 . . . ,m
′
g be the maximal ideals of B′. By assumption, B ↪→ B′ is étale, hence
mB′ = m′1 · · ·m′g. This implies
piB′ = mw(pi)B′ = (m′1 · · ·m′g)w(pi),
But piB′ = (pi′)ev(k′ |k)B′, where pi′ ∈ k′ is a uniformizer of v′, and so we obtain
ev(k′|k) | w(pi).
Furthermore, for all i the extension (B′/m′i)|(B/m) = Kw is separable by as-
sumption. As B′/m′i contains k
′v′, we conclude that
[k′v′ : kv]i | [(kv)Kw : kv].
Summing up, the result follows.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. In the proof we will make frequent use of the following well-
known fact: Let X be a normal, connected locally noetherian scheme with generic
point η and function field K. Let Ksep be a separable closure of K and let η¯ be
the corresponding geometric point of X. Then pi1(X, η¯) is a quotient of the Galois
group G(Ksep|K) and the functor “fibre over η”
{connected étale coverings of X} −→ {finite separable extensions of K}
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is fully faithful, with image those finite separable extensions K′|K for which the
normalization of X in K′ is étale over X. With the obvious modifications, the same
also holds for the tame fundamental group.
First step: Reduction to S = X = Spec(K).
Let η ∈ X be the generic point and let K := k(η) be its function field. To accom-
plish this step it clearly suffices to prove the following claim:
Claim: The natural map kertη(Yη/η)→ kertS(Y/X) has finite cokernel.
Proof of the Claim: Let L be the function field of Y. We choose a separable closure
Lsep of L and denote the separable closure of K in L by Ksep. By assumption, L and
Ksep are linearly disjoint extensions of K. Therefore the natural map pit,ab1 (Yη/η)→
G(Ksep|K)ab is surjective. The exact sequence
1→ pit1(Yη¯/η¯)→ pit1(Yη/η)→ G(Ksep|K)→ 1
implies the exact sequence
(∗) pit,ab1 (Yη¯/η¯)G(Ksep|K) → pit,ab1 (Yη/η)→ G(Ksep|K)ab → 0
Therefore kertη(Yη/η) is a quotient of pi
t,ab
1 (Yη¯/η¯)G(Ksep|K). Consider the commu-
tative diagram
pit,ab1 (Yη¯/η¯)
// pit,ab1 (Yη/η)
// //

G(Ksep|K)ab

pit,ab1 (Yη¯/η¯)
// pit,ab1 (Y/S)
// // pit,ab1 (X/S).
The upper row is exact and the lower row is a complex. Denoting the cohomology
of the lower row by H, we obtain an exact sequence
kertη(Yη/η)→ kertS(Y/X)→ H.
It therefore remains to show that H is finite. In Galois terms, H = G(K2|K1),
where
• K1|K is the maximal abelian extension of K such that the normalization of
X in K1 is tame over X.
• K2|K is the maximal abelian extension of K such that the normalization of Y
in LK2 is tame over Y.
We consider the cases (i) and (ii) separately.
(i) Let X¯ be a regular compactification of X over S such that X¯rX is a normal
crossing divisor. Let v1, . . . , vn be the discrete rank one valuations of K associated
to the irreducible components of X¯rX. Then, by Theorem 4.4, H = G(K2|K1) is
generated by the ramification groups of v1, . . . , vn in G(K2|K), and so it suffices to
show that these groups are finite. Let v be one of the vi and let p be the residue
characteristic. If p = 0, there is nothing to prove, so assume p > 0. Let K2(p) be
the maximal p-subextension of K in K2. We have to show that the inertia group
of v in K2(p)|K is finite. Factor Y → X¯ into an open immersion Y ⊂ Y¯ with
dense image and normal Y¯ and a proper morphism Y¯ → X¯, which is possible
for example by [Lue]. We find a codimension one point on Y¯ whose associated
discrete valuation w of L extends v. Since the étale covering of Y associated to
LK2(p)|L is divisor-tame, we see that w is unramified in LK2(p)|L. Therefore
Tv(K2(p)|K) is finite by Lemma 7.3.
(ii) As the generic fibre of f has a rational point, there exists a section s : X0 → Y
to f : Y → X over some dense open subscheme X0 ⊂ X. If X′ → X is an étale
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covering such that X′ ×X Y → Y is tame, then, using the section s and the base
change property of (curve-)tame coverings, we see that X′ ×X X0 → X0 is tame.
Taking the point of view of divisor-tameness, we conclude that X′ → X is tame.
Hence H = 0 in this case.
This completes the proof of the claim and of the first step. If char(K) = 0, we are
ready, because in this case
kertη(Y/η) = ker(Y/η)
is finite by [KL], Theorem 1. So we may assume that K has characteristic p > 0.
Second step: Reduction to the case that f : Y → X is an elementary fibration which
admits a section s : X → Y.
Suppose we are in the situation achieved by the first step, i.e. X = S = Spec(K).
We claim that it suffices to prove the finiteness of kertK(Y/K) after a finite base
change K ⊂ K′. In fact, using the exact sequence (∗) of the first step, we see that
the map kertK′(Y ×K K′/K′) → kertK(Y/K) is surjective, and this reduces us to
show the finiteness of kertK′(Y×K K′/K′).
Let Y′ → Y be étale and let K′ be the algebraic closure of K in k(Y′). We claim
that we may replace Y by Y′ and K by K′. First note that Y′ → Y factors through
Y′ → Y ×K K′, and so, by the last reduction, we may suppose that K = K′. Since
the homomorphism piab1 (Y
′) → piab1 (Y) has finite cokernel, the same is true for
pit,ab1 (Y
′/K) → pit,ab1 (Y/K) and also for kertK(Y′/K) → kertK(Y/K). This shows
the claim.
Recall that an elementary fibration is a complement of a finite étale divisor in
a proper and smooth relative curve. By [SGA4, Exp. XI, 3.1], after replacing Y by
an étale open, we can factor f into a sequence of elementary fibrations
Y = Vn
fn−→ Vn−1 fn−1−→ · · · f1−→ V0 = X.
Moreover, since a surjective, smooth morphism admits a section over an étale
open ([EGA4], IV, 17.16.3), we can achieve the existence of sections si : Vi−1 → Vi
to fi : Vi → Vi−1 for all i. Because the sequences
0 −→ kertK(Vi/Vi−1) −→ kertK(Vi/K) −→ kertK(Vi−1/K) −→ 0
are exact, it suffices to show the theorem for each elementary fibration in our
sequence separately.
Last step: Completion of the proof.
After the second step we are reduced to the case in which f : Y → X is an
elementary fibration which has a section. A further application of the procedure
in the first step allows us to assume that again S = X = Spec(K), where K is an
absolutely finitely generated field K of characteristic p > 0. Let Y¯ be the (uniquely
defined) smooth compactification of the smooth curve Y over K. We have to show
the finiteness of prime-to-p and of the p-primary part of kertK(Y/K). The first is
isomorphic to the prime-to-p part of ker(Y/K). The latter is isomorphic to the
p-part of ker(Y¯/K). Therefore the proof of our theorem is finally reduced to [KL,
Theorems 1 and 2].
Using Theorem 7.1, one immediately deduces the following finiteness theo-
rems for the tame fundamental group of arithmetic schemes, which had been
shown previously in [Sc2].
Theorem 7.4. If X ∈ Sch(Z) is regular, connected and flat over Spec(Z), then the
abelianized tame fundamental group pit,ab1 (X/Spec(Z)) is finite.
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Proof. For a dense open subscheme X0 ⊂ X, the homomorphism
pit,ab1 (X0/Spec(Z)) −→ pit,ab1 (X/Spec(Z))
is surjective. Therefore, making X smaller, we may assume that the structural
morphism X → Spec(Z) is smooth. Let k be the algebraic closure of Q in k(X).
Then X → Spec(Z) factors through Spec(Ok). Denoting the (open) image of X in
Spec(Ok) by U, the morphism X → U is smooth and surjective with geometrically
connected generic fibre. Now consider the exact sequence
0→ kertSpec(Z)(X/U)→ pit,ab1 (X/Spec(Z))→ pit,ab1 (U/Spec(Z))→ 0.
The left hand group is finite by Theorem 7.1. The group pit,ab1 (U/Spec(Z)) is finite
by class field theory: it is the Galois group of the ray class field with modulus
∏p/∈U p of the number field k. This finishes the proof.
If X is a smooth, connected variety over a finite field F, then pit,ab1 (X/Spec(Z)) =
pit,ab1 (X/Spec(F)), and we have the degree map
deg : pit,ab1 (X/Spec(F)) −→ pi1(F) ∼= Zˆ.
The degree map has an open image, which corresponds to the field of constants
of X, i.e. the algebraic closure of F in k(X). In this situation, Theorem 7.1 reads as
Theorem 7.5. Let X be a smooth, connected variety over a finite field F. Then ker(deg)
is finite. In particular,
pit,ab1 (X) ∼= Zˆ⊕ (finite group).
A Examples
Example 1: We give an example which shows that the notion of tame ramification along
a divisor on a regular scheme is not stable under base change if the divisor does not have
normal crossings. This example is taken from [Sc1], Example 1.3.
Let X = Spec(Z[T]) be the affine line over Spec(Z) and consider the divisor
D = div(T + 4) + div(T − 4),
which is not a normal crossing divisor. Let K = Q(T) be the function field of X
and U = X − D. Put f = (T + 4)(T − 4) = T2 − 16, L = K(√ f ) and consider
the normalization XL of X in L. The ramification locus of XL → X is either D or
D ∪ X2, where X2 is the unique vertical divisor on X over characteristic 2. Let us
show that XL → X is unramified at the generic point of X2. This is equivalent
to the statement that L|K is unramified at the unique discrete valuation v2 of K
which corresponds to the prime ideal 2Z[T] ⊂ Z[T]. Therefore it suffices to show
that f is a square in the completion K2 of K with respect to v2. Consider the
polynomial F(X) = X2 − f = X2 − T2 + 16. We have F(T) ≡ 0 mod 16 and the
derivative F′(T) = 2T has the exact 2-valuation 1. By the usual approximation
process (cf. [Se] 2.2. Theorem 1), we see that f has a square root in K2. Hence the
ramification locus of XL → X is exactly D, and since D is the sum of horizontal
prime divisors, the morphism UL → U is tamely ramified along D.
Now consider the closed subscheme Y ⊂ X given by the equation T = 0, so
Y ∼= Spec(Z). Then DY = D ∩Y is the point on Y which corresponds to the prime
number 2. Let V = U ∩ Y = Y − DY. The base change V′ = UL ×U V → V
is the normalization of V ∼= Spec(Z[ 12 ]) in Q(
√−1). But 2 is wildly ramified in
Q(
√−1), and so V′ → V is not tamely ramified along DY.
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Example 2: We construct an example of a cyclic étale covering of smooth varieties which
is curve-tame but not numerically tame with respect to some normal but not regular com-
pactification. Furthermore we give an example of a curve-tame Galois covering (with
non-nilpotent Galois group) which is numerically tame with respect to some regular com-
pactification but not numerically tame with respect to another regular compactification.
Let k = k¯ be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 2. Let E be
an ordinary elliptic curve over k and let y2 = x(x − 1)(x − λ) be a Weierstraß
equation for E. We obtain a cyclic degree 2 covering pi : E→ P1k and we have
Er {∞} = Spec(k[x, y]/y2 − x(x− 1)(x− λ)) = pi−1(A1k = Spec(k[x])).
Let E′ → E be the unique cyclic étale covering of degree p. Because of unique-
ness, E′ → P1k is a (tamely ramified) Galois covering of degree 2p. If Gal(E′|P1k)
would be abelian, we would obtain a cyclic covering of degree p of P1k which is
tame, hence étale because p = char(k). As P1k does not have nontrivial étale cover-
ings, the Galois group Gal(E′|P1k) is nonabelian, hence isomorphic to the dihedral
group D2p (which is not nilpotent).
Let X = pi−1(A1k r {0, 1,λ}) and let X′ be the preimage of X in E′. Taking the
product with A1k , we obtain an étale Galois covering with Galois group D2p
φ : X′ ×A1k
étale degree p−−−−−−−→ X′ ×A1k
étale degree 2−−−−−−−→ (A1k r {0, 1,λ})×A1k .
The covering φ is numerically tame with respect to the compactification
φ¯ : E′ ×P1k
étale degree p−−−−−−−→ E×P1k
degree 2−−−−→ P1k ×P1k ,
in particular, φ is curve-tame. We will show that φ is not numerically tame with
respect to another regular compactification of (A1k r {0, 1,λ})×A1k :
Consider the embedding
(A1k r {0, 1,λ})×A1k ↪→ P2k , (x, t) 7→ (x : t : 1),
and denote the normalizations of P2k in the function fields of X×A1k and X′ ×A1k
by Y and Y′, respectively.
We claim that the curve-tame cyclic covering X′ ×A1k → X ×A1k is not nu-
merically tame with respect to the normal compactification X ×A1k ↪→ Y. From
this it follows that φ : X′ ×A1k → (A1k r {0, 1,λ})×A1k is not numerically tame
with respect to the regular compactification (A1k r {0, 1,λ})×A1k ↪→ P2k .
In order to show the claim, it suffices to prove that there is exactly one point
in Y′ over P = (0 : 1 : 0) ∈ P2k . This can be seen as follows: P corresponds
to the maximal ideal m = (t−1x, t−1) ⊂ k[t−1x, t−1]. This ring is contained in
k[x, t−1] and m is the preimage of the principal prime ideal p = (t−1) ⊂ k[x, t−1].
It therefore suffices to show that there is exactly one prime ideal above p in the
integral closure of k[x, t−1] in K′. But this is easily seen: setting E′rpi′−1(∞) =
Spec(A′), where pi′ : E′ → P1k is the projection, the integral closure of k[x, t−1] in
K′ is just A′[t−1].
Example 3: We construct a similar example as in Example 2, but with arithmetic surfaces
instead of varieties. This example assumes some familiarity with S. Saito’s class field
theory for curves over local fields, see [Sa].
Let p 6= 2 be a prime number, k|Qp a p-adic field, E → k an elliptic curve
and E → P1k the degree 2 covering defined by a Weierstraß model. Then the
normalization W of P1Ok in k(E) is a normal model of E over Spec(Ok). LetE → W be a minimal resolution such that E is a regular model of E and such
that the reduced special fibre (Es)red of E is a normal crossing divisor. Recall that
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the dual graph Γ of (Es)red is defined as follows: the vertices correspond to the
irreducible components and an edge connecting two vertices corresponds to an
intersection point of the two components.
Let E′ → E be the maximal étale elementary-abelian p-covering of E in which
all closed points of E split completely. By [Sa], Proposition 2.2, it extends to
an étale covering E ′ → E , hence E′ → E is numerically tame with respect to
the regular compactification E ⊂ E . Furthermore, by loc.cit. Proposition 2.3 and
Theorem 2.4, the covering E′ → E is finite and there is a natural isomorphism
G(E′|E) ∼= piab1 (Γ)/p.
Now assume that there exists a (singular) rational point P in the special fibre
Ws of W such that the subgraph ΓP of Γ given by the components over P is not
contractible. Then not every elementary-abelian p-covering of Γ splits over ΓP,
hence E ′ → E cannot come by base change from an étale covering of W ′ → W .
We conclude that E′ → E is not numerically tame with respect to the normal
compactification E ⊂ W . Furthermore, considering the composite map E′ → E→
P1k , we obtain an example of a curve-tame but not numerically tame covering of
some open subscheme U ⊂ P1k . This example can be “lifted” to obtain a similar
example over the ring of integers of a number field.
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